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Overview
By sticking to the policy of “building first-class international classification society with own characteristics and with technology
as the foundation and credibility as the cornerstone”, CCS improves continuously its image and value in the ore carrier sector
through advanced technology and quality service and is widely and highly recognized by the industry.
In recent years, CCS has carried out in-depth technical research on ore carriers with regard to structural safety, easy loading,
ore (water content) feature, natural gas power system ready, vibration and noise, shafting alignment, emission control
solutions, structural arrangement optimization and energy efficiency optimization, etc. These techniques have been applied
onboard ships and helped to upgrade the technical service capability of ore carriers. A group of advanced ore carriers have
been classed with CCS.
By committing to the mission of “safety, environmental protection and creating value for clients and society” and based on over
90 offices distributed across the globe, CCS provides 7 X 24 survey and technology support services to ship owners. Relying on
its highly efficient service system structure, CCS continuously provides comprehensive support for conducting survey activities,
safeguarding ship safety and emergency response to accidents. CCS has continuously achieved outstanding performance in three
main MoUs and witnessed healthy and steady increase of its fleet size.

Performances on bulk carriers
1) Full coverage of ships: Ship types of different sizes varying

2) Large size of fleet: The total number of CCS-classed

from 230,000 tonnage to 400,000 tonnage are all covered.

ore carriers occupies 27% of the total number of
IACS, taking the lead in both scale and increasing rate
among IACS.

CCS-classed ore carrier fleet VS global ore carrier fleet (unit:
number of ships)

3) Low average ship age: The average ship age is 5.8
years, ranking as the youngest ore feet within IACS.

4) Typical ship type and performance (in service and under construction):
• 400,000 DWT VLOC: 35 ships in total;
• 300,000 DWT VLOC: 20 ships in total;
• 325,000 DWT VLOC: 18 ships in total;
• 250,000 DWT VLOC: 7 ships in total.
262,000 DWT VLOC with 9 holds and 9 hatches was ranked as “the world best ship in 2015” by the magazine Significant Ships
published by British Royal Naval College.

Typical characters of classification and class notations
★ CSA Ore Carrier; Strengthened for Heavy Cargoes; COMPASS (R, D, F); Grab*(30); PSPC(B,D); Loading Computer (S, I);
FL(25); ESP; In-Water Survey; EL100; TOFD/PAUT(40%); CM; HMS(G4,O1,A1,B1,W1,N1,C1); i-Ship(N,M,E,I)
★ CSM AUT-0; SCM; G-ECO (CDx,BWM (T,Ef) ); G-EP(GPR,GWC); DFDR(H,m)

Key technology
1) Structural safety solutions: hull structural safety is safeguarded by means of a complete and advanced ore carrier
structural strength assessment method:
a) rules check covering the entire ship;
b) cargo area and engine room FE analysis;
c) global FE analysis;
d) advanced calculation and analysis including springing and whipping, fatigue spectrum analysis, etc.
e) presenting integrated calculation software which is efficient, precise, user-friendly and stable, providing a reliable
calculation tool for ship structural safety assessment.
2) Specially designed solutions: the following solutions are provided corresponding to different ship type designs:
a) easy loading
b) Ore liquefaction
c) natural gas power system ready
3) SOx & NOx emission control solutions: CCS provides clients with SOx & NOx emission control solutions after feasibility
and economic analysis based on ship types and navigation routes and can also give guidance to ships in operation on
emission control.
4) Intelligentization: Ship intelligentizing can make ships more economical, more reliable, safer and more
environmentally-friendly. In 2015 CCS issued the Rules on Intelligent Ships, the first of its kind in the world.
5) Vibration and noise evaluation: CCS can provide clients with effective solutions to hazardous hull vibration control by
means of advanced vibration analysis and real-ship testing; CCS can provide noise reduction solution by means of noise
prediction and assessment based on noise analysis.
6) Shafting vibration and alignment: CCS can provide technical support to shafting arrangement and alignment
technique, effectively avoid shafting damages and overheating, carry out fault diagnosis and provide solutions based on
analysis and evaluation on characteristics of shafting alignment and shafting vibration.
7) Energy efficiency of ships: CCS can provide technical service such as resistance reduction technology (including line
optimization), efficient propulsion system, energy-saving installations, light weight control, optimization of machinery
and electrical installations and systems, best trimming, new energy technology, and intelligent on-line energy
management system.

CCS ship type service:
◆ Joint development of ship type
Ship type is jointly developed in conjunction with the shipyard and designer. By making use of CCS advantage in
information and technology, based on comprehensive information such as route, port and channel and by means of
advanced technical rules, technical economic analysis, and structural and performance calculation analysis, effective
technical solutions are provided in order to jointly develop top quality ship type.
◆ Optimization and upgrading of ship type
Reliable structural optimization and upgrading solutions are provided by means of scientifically reasonable quantitative and
qualitative analysis and research based on current characteristics of ship type, so as to provide strong support for ship type
upgrading, making the ship safer, more environmentally friendly, more economical and more efficient.
◆ Approval of ship type
Compliance evaluation is carried out on ship types provided by shipyards and designers in accordance with agreed rules and
conventions, and ship type approval certificate is issued to lay the foundation for ship type promotion and plan approval in
the future.
◆ Recommendation of ship type
Excellent and reasonable ship type is recommended in accordance with the basic needs of the clients and based on
CCS ship type performance accumulation and advantage in technical experience, covering main scantling, structural
arrangement, type selection of main engine, energy efficiency indicator, emission scheme and intelligentizing scheme.
◆ Technical training of clients
Based on the needs of the clients, CCS can provide comprehensive and customized technical training service related to
rules, software and technical solutions.
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